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EDITORS NOTE

BK Fulton

Photo by Queon “Q” Martin

“[Our children] deserve a chance to live their best lives
full of truth and the opportunity to be better.”
This Nation of ours . . . a history lesson. Each time there is a rumbling at the core of our America, 3 major shifts
can often be identified as the country is reimagined: 1) by 1868 after a bloody civil war – the Nation transformed
with the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to the US Constitution; 2) by 1968 after a pioneering Civil Rights
movement – the Nation transformed with the Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act and the Fair Housing Act;
and 3) by 2021 after the largest protests in the history of our nation (over 23M after the killing of George Floyd)
– once again (as of 3:49 AM on Jan. 7th) our Nation has transformed, handing the White House, the House, and
the Senate to Democrats led by a white man and a black and Asian woman. What’s more, it was the people and
the VOTE that made this (AND ALL THE OTHER TRANSFORMATIONS) possible. The power is in the [people]
to elect, not the [position] of President. It is ironic that in Georgia, a state where the KKK was founded, the people
would elect a man of African descent and a man of Jewish descent to replace well funded white candidates who
were on the wrong side of history. It is even more ironic because the same “Deep South” triumvirate of states,
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BK Fulton - February 2021 (contiuned)
who were among the leaders of succession from the
US invoking the Civil War (e.g., Georgia, Alabama, and
Mississippi), in which two Jewish men and one African
American man were murdered for trying to register
people to vote decades earlier. Let that sink in. These
transitions often cost precious lives. There is blood on
the hands of the cowards and insurgents who would
rather storm the US Capitol or suppress votes of fellow
citizens with whom they disagree than to have a Nation that is actually governed by the people who make
America a free democracy.

sion of the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts” on
the South Side of Chicago. Next, the creatives behind
The Spot share their inspiration for building a community friendly space in Richmond. Ashish Manchanda
discusses The Global Ikon, the first-ever global English
music reality show. We also feature stories on rising
Nigerian filmmaker Regina Udalor, hip-hop aficionado
Alvin Glymph, a comfort food recipe from chef ‘Ma’ Michelle Wilson, and a contributing story from Hampton
University student Drew Miles. Finally, we close out the
issue with a tribute to the late great playwright Steve
Carter from contributing writer Clyde Santana. You get
a new look when you have SoulVision!

Now we have to take these great shifts in political tides
and the knowledge that hate is too big a burden for our
fragile Nation into account as we try to heal the country
and govern with decency, empathy, and love. We must
continue to fight the pandemic, improve our economy,
and protect our planet from the damage humans have
caused to it. Last, remember these hard-fought wins are
not only for the good of America and a free world, they
are for our children. They deserve a chance to live their
best lives full of truth and the opportunity to be better.
I pray that the age of the bigots and fools in charge is
behind US? May God bless America.

“Now we have to take these great
shifts in political tides and the
knowledge that hate is too big a
burden for our fragile Nation into
account as we try to heal the country
and govern with decency, empathy,
and love.”
Follow BK Fulton on Instagram and Twitter. To learn
more about Soulidifly Productions, visit their website
soulidifly.com and follow them on Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter.

This issue of SoulVision features a cover story on the
immeasurably talented Harry Lennix. In our cover
story, Harry reveals his plans to build the “black ver-
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Harry Lennix: Move Forward With Faith

Photos by Theo & Juliet Photography

“Those things that don’t kill us, make us stronger.”
Harry Lennix has spent decades carving out a path for himself as an actor and filmmaker. It was on the South Side of
Chicago where he learned the value of hard work and thrift. A student of Northwestern University, he majored in Art
and Direction. After moving around a bit from coast to coast, his breakout role came in the early 90s when he starred
in Robert Townsend’s film The Five Heartbeats as Terrence “Dresser” Williams. Throughout his career, he has played
supporting roles in major franchises like The Matrix (Commander Lock) and the DC Extended Universe (General
Calvin Swanwick). His performances have drawn acclaim from critics and fans alike including a role in 2002, when
Harry performed as the lead in a biopic film about the late great Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. entitled Keep the Faith
Baby. Harry has also garnered acclaim on the smaller screen as Harold Cooper in NBC’s The Blacklist.
As a director and visionary, Lennix has adapted some of the most celebrated works of literature and turned these
classic works into something fresh and new. In 2012, he created an urban version of Shakespeare’s Henry IV titled H4
and in 2020, Revival! about the Gospel of John. His latest project, Troubled Waters, is a character study on a comedian who is offered a second chance at a career. Lennix’s legacy will be cemented when the Lillian Marcie Center of the
Performing Arts is built for those on the South Side of Chicago. Those on the South Side will be able to experience and
enjoy the greatest art and entertainment without needing to travel across the country.
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Harry Lennix: Move Forward With Faith (contiuned)
power movements, but also the syndicate of the Chicago
gang system was in full effect. It was a pretty trippy time.
I am very much a fabric of that community.

We recently had a chance to talk to Harry about his upbringing on the South Side of Chicago, his calling to support great black art, and his advice for young people who
want to know what they need to do to become exceptional
actors as well as respected for their talents.

Who or what was your biggest inspiration growing up?
We had not far from us the great Muhammad Ali who
was living maybe a couple of miles away. I would say
Muhammad Ali was my biggest influence and then Jesse
Jackson with Operation Push.
What was the most important lesson you learned in
the early phases of your career?
Well, certainly with working, I knew thrift, working hard,
and discipline. Growing up, the biggest lesson I took
away is that people in my neighborhood were not lazy.
They worked hard and the harder they worked, the better
they did. In Chicago, our motto is “The City That Works.”
That has always been my ethic. I studied to be a priest as
a young man. I studied at Quigley Preparatory Seminary
South and our motto there was ora et labora or “prayer
and work.” I don’t feel like I can relax when I am not working. It is a very strange thing. In some ways, it is a curse. I
think hard work is really the biggest lesson that I learned.
Obviously, I can say trite things like honesty and trustworthiness and those things like pride and political involvement. But even if those things are absent, the diligent
application of the lessons I observed was really that you
just have to keep at it and it will eventually come to be.

“I don’t feel like I can relax when I
am not working. It is a very strange
thing. In some ways, it is a curse. I
think hard work is really the biggest
lesson that I learned.”

Where did you grow up and what was it like growing
up there?
I’m from the South Side of Chicago. It’s a tough neighborhood but a great confluence of people—blue-collar
workers, doctors of science, gangsters and hustlers, Muslims, and recent migrants from the South. It was a heady
time when I was growing up. I was born in ’64. I came
up in the political, social stew of the civil rights and black

At what point in your career did you begin to feel you
had made it?
Well, I’ll keep you posted. I never felt that I’ve made it. I’ve
never been the flavor of the month in the industry, per se.
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Harry Lennix: Move Forward With Faith (contiuned)
People have said kind things but in no way do I feel like
I’m a star. I’m still working on that.
My great mentor as an actor and my big brother so to
speak—we just lost him this past year—is the great Anthony Chisholm. Whenever someone gave him a compliment he would just say, “I’m trying to get better, man.”
He was well into his 70s at that time and he meant it. And
I do too. I am nowhere near where I want to be.
What would you consider to be your greatest
achievement?
Not to be overly cute about it but I’m working on it now.
That is to say, I am working on what I know will be my
greatest achievement. My single, greatest achievement
will be the Lillian Marcie Center of the Performing Arts
and the founding of the African-American Museum of the
Performing Arts which will populate it.
I am currently in the process of developing the center
on the South Side of Chicago. I hope it will be the black
version of the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts.
We will attract entertainers and artists from all over the
country who will be able to bring to people in their own
backyards, the greatest entertainment that the United
States ever created. We are the inventors of the only
original art forms, culturally and to some extent beyond,
but there is no home for it on the South Side of Chicago
where much of it was created. That will be my crowning
achievement when we pull it off.

humor. We are still digging around the dirt of our past,
like slavery and so forth. Not that that’s been exhausted
but that’s not where the beauty of our story lies.
Is that where you come in?

In recent years, you’ve mentioned that there is a lack
of substance in black entertainment. Do you still feel
that way? What needs to change?

I like to think that’s where I come in rather than complain
about it. I’ve been pretty diligent these past 10 years creating content of my own. I have a movie on BET+ which
is doing very well. I think it is their number two movie?

There is still room for improvement, growth and development. I think that is only natural. Undeniably, we
were not given the same resources, the same access, the
same opportunities. We were not encouraged to create
dimensioned, nuanced and subtlety within various art
forms. The most popular entertainment—and that is not
exclusive to black people—for us is broad and low brow

It is called Troubled Waters. I play a comedian by the
name of Ron Waters, who has gotten his second chance
at a career. Think of a Richard Pryor, Lenny Bruce kind
of guy with demons and that sort of thing. It is set in the
present day.
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Harry Lennix: Move Forward With Faith (contiuned)

“My single, greatest achievement
will be the Lillian Marcie Center
of the Performing Arts and the
founding of the African-American
Museum of the Performing Arts
which will populate it.”

else the ability to do it. Whitewashing the history of it has
been the popular choice for a while. Go right ahead, but
we need to be able to see ourselves up there too.
And honestly, if you could reengineer and go back to
1619—really go back to the enslaved people who were
brought over here in 1501—the thing that you would take
out would be giving people a God that does not reflect or
respect their faith traditions. Giving black people a God
that is the opposite of who they are can be a death blow.
If you could take that and just correct that, we would be
a lot further along. We often become what we think of
ourselves, right?

Do you have any other projects you are working on
that promote your mission?
I have a great calling, a vocation really, to create a form
of entertainment for the faith community. I refer to it as
“greater faith entertainment,” which is giving the church
audience something good to look at. There is a lot of content that has a church focus but doesn’t have faith or any
of the life lessons. I don’t want to be the only one doing
it, but I want to speak to the souls of our people through
entertainment. I believe that is the greatest platform, and
the greatest form of lessons is through spiritual literature.
Dramatizing that is what I hope will be my bailiwick.
I have a movie called Revival! which is the Gospel of
John put to gospel music. Mali Music plays Jesus Christ
and we use well-known gospel songs that tell the story
of what happened, but we have never seen the stories in
gospel music applied to our own people. It’s really the
most effective way to get to the hearts and minds of people rather than being faith-adjacent or “faithy.”
Right. These stories should be authentic.
I really want to take these stories and bring them to life
like many, many other people have done and very, very
successfully. There is no reason that Moses should be
played by Charlton Heston and not be played by someone
who looks like us. I mean, Charlton Heston was great in
the film. He was a Northwestern man like me of course,
but why not someone who looked like Moses? I think
that other people, other races have done what we should
have been doing. That is to make our God look like us
and there is nothing wrong with it and in fact there is
everything right about it. I am not trying to deny anybody
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“Giving black people a God that is the opposite of who they are can be a death
blow. If you could take that and just correct that, we would be a lot further
along. We often become what we think of ourselves, right?”
There can be a lot of distractions on your way to
greatness.

Zack Snyder will be releasing his director’s cut of
the Justice League in March on HBO Max. On social
media, he revealed your character, General Calvin
Swanwick, was a Martian Manhunter. How was it
working with Snyder and were you surprised as
much as fans were about the reveal?

People see the trappings of it. They see the fame, fortune,
and accolades that go along with it and think that it is exciting. They think it is what it looks like, but it requires very
hard work and breaking down your psychology and comfort zones and doing an exploration of yourself and other
people. That’s where the great actors really distinguish
themselves. You can be a star and not have to worry about
those things. However, if you actually want to be a great actor, you have to be honest and say that it is not only just the
outer version of what people see, but this is something that
I have to master. That is where the years of studying, application, copying, rewinding tape, and seeing something 50
times comes into play. Doing the ugly work, the fundamentals, that’s where you separate the wheat from the shaft.

Zack is an innovative, visionary director. You know he’s
taken a very popular form. He did this before with zombies
too but today he has taken these superheroes who are really
like Gods. Some of them are Gods—like Thor and what
not—but he gives what would be catchy, popcorn drama, a
very serious artistic treatment. It is almost like Andy Warhol when he took a soup can and turned it into art. I think
Zack has a unique gift. I am very proud that I am going
to be in his version of the Justice League. I was originally
supposed to be in it, but due to script changes, I was left
out. I have been restored, so I am very fond of Zack for that.
He didn’t have to do it for me. I consider him a friend and a
colleague and I am very enthusiastic about his vision.

How do you relax when you aren’t working?
I play piano, but not terribly well. It is probably my greatest meditation along with swimming. A nice long swim in
the ocean or pool is my best exercise. It sort of helps me
meditate, breathe, and stretch. On Friday the 13th of December in 2001 or 2002, I had a near-death experience.
I was swimming in the ocean in Mexico and I got caught
up in an undertow and almost “bought the farm.” I don’t
go swimming alone anymore. I almost didn’t make it.
God be praised that I did. Even now when I have the
opportunity to swim in the ocean, I make myself do it to
confront that fear and I realize whatever mistake I made
that day was a human error. It was completely innocent
on my part, but I learned a lesson: Those things that
don’t kill us, do make us stronger.

What advice do you have for young people who want
to get into acting?
The Bible puts it in 2 Timothy (paraphrase): Study to
show yourself approved by God. The workmen need not
be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth. That’s the
right side I lead with.
Of course, the great alto sax player Cannonball Adderley
said to imitate, integrate, and innovate. Imitate someone
that you find compelling. Someone whose career you
admire. Whose work you are fond of. If you master it, it
will become integrated. It will get into your bones. It will
get into your DNA so to speak, more or less naturally. At
some point you will have gone from copying a style to
it being a part of your being. If you master that you can
innovate; take that base and create a style and a method
of your own.

To learn more about Harry Lennix, follow him on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
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The Spot: Unity in RVA’s Streetwear Scene

The Spot, a multipurpose creative space, was developed by seven creatives. From left: Alex Tucker, James Crump,
Derrick Iwuamadi, Brian Iwuamadi, Tyler Chong. Not pictured: Duane Doku and Cam Hadnot. Photos by Queon “Q” Martin.

“Be a staple of creativity.”
The owners of The Spot, located in the Arts District of Richmond, Virginia, met through a mutual friend and came together to “curate” a multipurpose creative space for the city. James Crump, Tyler Chong, Brian and Derrick Iwuamadi,
Alex Tucker, Duane Doku, and Cameron Hadnot make up the seven-member business partnership. They are artists,
photographers, screen printers, designers, and creative directors. “We all had a vision for a space that allowed collaboration and the development of creative talents across different avenues,” says James. “We are all tapped into different areas of the creative realm which allows us to be a diverse group of talent.” The Spot is located in an open space
with high ceilings, perfect for ideas to flourish. Merchandise that promotes black pride and calls back to the summer
of Black Lives Matter protests line the walls. Art from Rain Spann and Xavier Roberts are on display throughout the
space. A custom-built, circular wooden counter with hand sanitizer and business cards greet customers and works as
a place for checkout. Some of the members work from a long wooden table to the side.
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The Spot: Unity in RVA’s Streetwear Scene (contiuned)

The Spot is located at 7 West Broad Street in Richmond’s Arts
District. The Spot opened in early November 2020.

James says they would like The Spot to be a “staple of creativity” and put Virginia on the map as a place that should
be recognized by creatives nationwide. Their biggest goal
for 2021 is to be active in the community and be a leader
in community outreach. Before the end of 2020, they created a virtual program called Home School Creative Club.
The program gives high school juniors and seniors the
opportunity to understand what it takes to get their brand
out there. They will create a design for a shirt, pitch the
idea, and the winner will have their design printed and
featured in a photoshoot. “We thought this was a great
opportunity to be able to connect with younger creatives
and artists who may have aspirations to do the things that
we have and give them early guidance into the process,”
James says.
As The Spot continues to be recognized by those in the
community, they are looking to partner with local small
businesses to push their vision forward and eventually expand throughout Virginia and into other cities. “We look
to keep creating dope concepts, developing other brands,
and becoming an inspiration to the younger generation,”
James says. “This year or so, we are looking to open our
retail doors to other local brands so they may have a space
to produce and sell products of their own in a real store
with support from other creatives.”

Current merchandise at The Spot promotes black pride and

To learn more about The Spot, visit their website and
follow them on Instagram.

calls back to the summer of Black Lives Matter protests.

The Spot is located at 7 West Broad Street in Richmond’s Arts
District. The Spot opened in early November 2020.
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The Global Ikon: Finding the World’s Next Superstars

Ashish Manchanda, creator of The Global Ikon. Photos courtesy of Ashish Manchanda.

“We are all united in spirit.”
Ashish Manchanda created The Global Ikon to change the international landscape of the music and entertainment
industry. Ashish is a music man who has worked with music legends like James Taylor and Garth Brooks, and mentored by celebrated Engineer/Producer Bruce Swedien. Ashish has built a phenomenal music career in India and
in the US, where he is currently expanding his vision of designing exciting live experiences that provide wholesome
entertainment with no age and community barriers. With The Global Ikon, Ashish is bridging international communities and cultures together. “Cultural divides are in the mind,” he says. “People across countries, geographies, and
communities are all united in spirit with similar experiences and emotions. Music is a universal language.”
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The Global Ikon: Finding the World’s Next Superstars (contiuned)
tions are currently open. Artists can audition by sharing
a link on The Global Ikon website to their performances
on services like YouTube, Vimeo, and SoundCloud. The
Global Ikon is not only open to just performers but also
to producers and songwriters who will be able to work
with the artists on the show and showcase their talent.

The Global Ikon is the first-ever global
English music reality show.

No matter one’s age (as long as they are over 13), genre,
or nationality, contestants will have a chance at glory.
Ashish says he decided to have the first edition of The
Global Ikon in English due to English being the most
widely recognized and spoken language in the world.
“The Global Ikon is truly hip. It has a built-in mechanism to work with selected participants to create original
music and see them through fruition to major deals,”
Ashish explains. “We will be creating music and video assets across countries in the process. The show has a very
unique form of evaluation. The winners will all end up
with a bouquet of deals to further their careers.” Audi-

The Global Ikon is the beginning of something even
greater. Ashish and his team will be launching an audio-visual and live product as part of the vision for the
show. The Global Ikon team has also partnered with
Soulidifly Productions to help with the sizzle. In addition to a new live product, Ashish’s record labels under
Boon Castle Media & Entertainment will be releasing
new music from its artists and associates. “Some really
cool talent and music are coming your way very soon,”
he says. With that being said, it is clear the world will be
getting its next global star very soon.
To learn more about The Global Ikon, visit their website
and follow them on Facebook and Instagram.
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Regina Udalor: African Storytelling Is Worldwide

Photo courtesy of Regina Udalor

“Storytelling is inborn in us.”
Regina Udalor is a Nigerian filmmaker and mother living in Oslo, Norway. She uses her creativity as a filmmaker
to share nuanced narratives of Africans with the world. Her production The Lost Café (now available to watch on
SoulVision.TV) is a coming-of-age story about a young Nigerian woman who pursues her dreams as a filmmaker
abroad in Norway. The screenplay was based on a short script Regina wrote. It is hard not to see how The Lost
Café is influenced by Regina’s own journey in gaining the acceptance of her parents to study film. Regina believes
storytelling is inherent in her culture. “Storytelling is inborn in us, it is like the saying goes, ‘When an African
hears a drumbeat it is natural for him to move.’ We are born with rhythm. The same is true with storytelling—we
have a unique way of telling stories.”
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Regina Udalor: African Storytelling Is Worldwide (contiuned)
Regina archives her people’s history, folklore, and art
forms through film. “Being able to put my motherly
instincts into film has been very rewarding,” she says.
“Therefore, I strive to make every project and production
fulfilling, especially when the finished work is on the big
screen.” She is currently working on two projects—her
second feature film and a makeup reality show. Her
second feature film is about the origins of Nigeria. “I am
particularly looking forward to making this film because
it has become very important for our generation to know
more about our roots and history,” she says. The second
season of her makeup reality show will showcase the
Nigerian beauty industry. She will use the show as a way
to give entrepreneurs and emerging talent a chance to be
a part of the industry. Regina is excited about growth and
more funding for her productions. “The beauty industry
is the ‘in’ thing in Nigeria/Africa right now and I feel we
made the right decision to create a show like this.”
As she looks for co-production opportunities with her
“brothers and sisters” in the African diaspora, Regina
focuses on the global impact she can have. “Imagine the
kind of stories that will be created,” she says. “Global
collaborations will create change in the film industry
worldwide.”

Regina Udalor on the set of the Urbanfaceshow.
Photo by Monday Ogar.

To learn more about Regina Udalor, follow her on
Instagram and Twitter.
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Alvin Glymph: Hip-Hop Ambassador

Photo courtesy of Alvin Glymph

“Take ownership of your culture.”
Alvin Glymph was born and raised in Queens during the birth and formation of hip-hop culture. Moving to Atlanta
after he attended graduate school at Emory University, Alvin has spent over twenty years successfully transforming
the lives of those who are underserved. “The majority of my professional life has been spent as an educator and community leader,” he says. “I focus on providing underserved students post-secondary opportunities.” To make his case,
he points to the fact that during the pandemic, adults who had a college degree had lower rates of unemployment than
those with only high school degrees.
Alvin considers himself to be a visionary. “ I have been a hip-hop buff for over four decades and committed to using
hip-hop as a means to reach young people so they can have productive lives,” he explains. “Hip-hop is my generation’s
gift to humanity and will be part of our legacy.” Alvin admits that he is at times dissatisfied with the hip-hop industry.
He says that the industry too often prioritizes style over substance, so he is creating his own lane to promote the brilliance and beauty of hip-hop culture. One of his projects is the book Tourist in Your Own Town, which he co-authored
with his wife, Gina Glymph. It is based on his own time attending a small, predominantly white university. The take-
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Alvin Glymph: Hip-Hop Ambassador (contiuned)
Alvin plans to adapt his novel to a series called Pharaoh’s
Army. The series plot revolves around the birth and
rise of hip-hop and how the characters deal with issues
of race and violence. The series will tackle issues like
police brutality, rape, and “brazen” micro-aggressions.
Alvin wants to let youth know that the culture of hip-hop
is about peace, love, sharing wisdom, and overcoming
barriers. This is what differentiates the culture from the
industry he says. “Today we are the parents, doctors, entrepreneurs, lawyers, politicians, police officers, nurses,
firefighters, professional athletes, democrats, and republicans of this nation,” he says. “We represent some of the
most socially conscious people in both liberal and conservative circles. We are a powerful force and will continue
to push change here in the States. Peace!”

“True hip-hop culture is imperfect
and has a lot of contradictions,
but it is refreshing because it is free
and honest.”
To learn more about Alvin Glymph, you can follow
him on Twitter.

It’s Our Time by Leroy Campbell

away for teens and young adults is for them to value life,
leadership, and entrepreneurship skills. It calls back to a
time when hip-hop was still vying for power and influence. “True hip-hop culture is imperfect and has a lot of
contradictions, but it is refreshing because it is free and
honest,” he explains. “Its influence is indisputable, which
is why the hip-hop aesthetic has continued to appeal to
youth and adults.”
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CHEF’S CORNER

Chef ‘Ma’ Michele Wilson
Ma’s Collard Rolls
Course: Appetizers
Cuisine: American, Asian-inspired
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cook Time: 7 minutes (or until golden brown)
Total Time: 17 minutes

Ingredients:

Photo by Dee Gordon

“Filled with parmesan cheese
and collard greens. Rolled in a
pastry dough and deep-fried.
Topped with parmesan cheese
and Ma’s Sweet Heat Sauce.”

Ma’s Collard Rolls
• 4 cups oil for frying
• 1 egg beaten
• 6 egg roll wrappers
• 18-20 oz collard greens (use favorite collard greens recipe)
• 12 oz shredded parmesan cheese (set aside half for topping)
• 12 oz Ma’s Sweet Heat Sauce (ingredients and preparation
included below)
Ma’s Sweet Heat Sauce
• 1/2 cup hot sauce
• 1 cup honey
• 2 tbsp salted butter, melted

Preparation:
Ma’s Collard Rolls
1. Heat oil in a deep pan or dutch oven to 350 degrees
2. Carefully peel apart 6 egg roll wrappers and place them
on a flat surface (follow instructions on the egg roll wrapper
packaging to learn how to roll)
3. Brush edges with egg
4. Sprinkle 1 oz of parmesan cheese across each wrapper
5. Place 3 oz of collards on each wrapper (refer to the
instruction on the egg roll wrapper packaging to roll)
6. Deep fry for approximately 3 minutes and turn for
another 3 minutes
7. Top the rolls with Sweet Heat Sauce and top off with
parmesan cheese
Photo courtesy of chef ‘Ma’ Michele Wilson

Ma’s Sweet Heat Sauce
1. In a bowl, combine the hot sauce, butter, and honey
(adjust to taste)
Chef ‘Ma’ Michele Wilson created Ma Michele’s Café in 2010.
Ma Michele’s serves comfort food to those in the Greater
Richmond area. Ma Michele’s Café is located in the Victorian
Square Shopping Center at 10811 Hull Street in Midlothian, VA.
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Fertile Ground: Empowering Future
Women Leaders

Dr. Cassandra Matthews, founder and executive director of Fertile Ground.
Photo by JolyeToi Photography.

“Teach our girls to dream big.”
By Drew Miles
Each month we highlight a community program that aligns with the values of SoulVision Magazine. We believe
engaging with one’s community is critical to fostering positive change in the world.
Fertile Ground was created to encourage and empower young women from their local communities. The purpose
of the program is to provide its members with life opportunities and exposure through innovative educational
workshops, authentic cultural arts activities, vital community service opportunities, and college tours. The five
pillars of Fertile Ground are knowledge, character, curiosity, community, and achievement.
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Fertile Ground: Empowering Future Women Leaders (contiuned)
guardians, and community members. Mentees are
required to attend an orientation session, submit a
letter of interest along with recommendation letters
to participate in the program. Lastly, they attend an
interview alongside a parent or guardian. “Once a part
of the program, mentees are matched with a trained
mentor who is committed to being a stable, trustworthy, and positive role model in their lives,” she
says. This relationship grows as mentees bond through
monthly theme-based meetings and activities. Mentees
also engage with their mentor at least once a month
in between meetings. Fertile Ground has adjusted to
COVID-19 by hosting activities, workshops, and meetings via Zoom twice per month.
In addition to mentorship activities, the mentees
partake in fellowship with each other. Dr. Matthews believes in the fruit of genuine sisterhood through shared
experiences. This approach develops a sense of community among the girls and the adults who mentor them,
creating life-long bonds.

“My goal is to teach our girls to
dream with their eyes open. I want
them to be able to see, touch, feel,
question, and experience all that
is possible for their lives.”
– Dr. Cassandra Matthews.

Mentee Adrianna Ellison and mentor Marilyn Foust
at the Fertile Ground Annual Banquet in May 2019.
Photo courtesy of Fertile Ground.

Dr. Cassandra Matthews is the founder and executive
director of Fertile Ground. Her inspiration for creating
the program was ignited by her mentor “Breezy” Bishop, her high school basketball coach. Breezy planted
a seed in Dr. Matthews when she was one of her team
members. Dr. Matthews wanted to do for others what
her mentor had done for her, so Fertile Ground was
created in 2003. “My goal is to teach our girls to dream
with their eyes open. I want them to be able to see,
touch, feel, question, and experience all that is possible
for their lives,” Dr. Cassandra Matthews says.
Mentees in the program range from the 5th to 12th
grades. They are nominated by teachers, parents/

Fertile Ground will be expanding in the upcoming years.
Dr. Matthews plans to establish additional chapters in
Georgia, Maryland, Texas, and an international chapter
in Ghana. “My African ancestry has inspired my desire
to support the Afia Kobi Girls Senior High School in
the Ashanti region with this program,” she says. Fertile
Ground can help to shape the greatness that is already
within these young women alongside a community of
supportive mentors, friends, and volunteers.
To learn more about Dr. Cassandra Matthews and
Fertile Ground, you can visit their website and follow
them on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
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Memories of Steve Carter: A Humble Playwriting
Teacher, Mentor, and Friend

Playwright Steve Carter. Photo via Debbie McGee.

By Clyde Santana

Professionally known as Steve Carter [sic], he was an American playwright,
best known for his plays involving Caribbean immigrants living in the United
States. Mr. carter received the Living Legend award at the 2001 National Black
Theatre Festival. He was Victory Gardens Theater’s first playwright-in-residence beginning in 1981, and also served as playwright-in-residence at George
Mason University. Clyde Santana, DG member and Ambassador in Norfolk, VA
contributes this tribute to his friend and mentor.
Mr. carter was a Dramatists Guild mentor for 42 years, joining on June 16, 1978.
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Memories of Steve Carter: A Humble Playwriting Teacher,
Mentor, and Friend (contiuned)
On September 15, 2020, America lost a very precious
treasure, Horace “Steve” Carter. Quietly, he slipped out
of this world in a state far from the familiar ground of
his NYC home. Steve was 90 years old. He would’ve been
91 in November. My wife Gail Davis and I were looking
forward to traveling to Houston one more time to see an
old friend and teacher who had influenced our writing
and commitment to teach in several underserved African
American communities in Norfolk, Newport News, Philadelphia, Lincoln City, and Atlanta for over 35 years.
Steve was a proud man. One who spoke his mind about
the condition of African American theatre, but always
expressed himself in a kind tone that he used when
speaking about such a struggling, and largely unknown,
shunned, or just forgotten community of writers and theatres. In his over 50 years of touching people’s lives in the
creation of new plays penned by unknown writers until
he was too old and sick to move around, Steve continued
to share his knowledge with those who would listen to
his expertise, and to the wonderful stories that only Steve
could tell others about, from his perspective, as a person
who had been there.
Many writers and historians will write about the “public
Steve,” but this humble article reflects a personal relationship with one of African America’s and American theatre’s
great playwrights and mentors of many famous writers.
Gail and I initially met Steve in 1979 when he taught
the Negro Ensemble Company’s (NEC) Playwrights
Workshop. It would be the last workshop at the NEC
that he would teach. I still remember our first day
meeting him at the Theatre Four located on 55th Street
and Tenth Ave in NYC.
We entered the room around 2 pm. A man wearing a
leather cap, short coat, and scarf was busy sweeping the
floor. Suddenly, a well-dressed woman entered. Very
outspoken in her demeanor, she demanded to know if
the floor sweeper had seen Steve. The sweeper replied,
“I’m sure he will be here” and continued to sweep. She

then pressed in a condescending tone by adding “Let me
know when he gets here.” The reply, “You’ll be the first to
know.” At that point, I turned to my wife and said, “this
is interesting.” She replied, “Are you thinking what I’m
thinking?” I didn’t answer, but in a few minutes, I felt
sure that we’d get the answer.
A few more playwrights strolled in and took their seats
at an old table in the room where the workshop was
being held. The short, stocky sweeper placed the broom
up against the wall, approached the table, smiled, and
said, “welcome to the workshop, I’m Steve Carter and I’ll
be your teacher.” I looked over in the corner where the
polished, stately women stood. She appeared to shrink in
stature and became noticeably quiet. I don’t believe she
stayed more than a few minutes.
Steve proceeded to talk to the playwrights, get the new
members to introduce themselves to the older members and quietly started. At this point, writers like Billy
Graham, Bill Francis, Ernest Wiggins, Carmen Lott, and
Laura Fowler entered and took their seats.
Gail and I began our journey that would last up until
mid-April 2020—Gail’s last phone conversation with
Steve before she passed in June 2020 and my last time
talking with him on his phone. I remember him saying
to me, “I’m not afraid to die, I’m looking forward to it. I
just hope that somebody remembers me.” I assured him
that he wouldn’t be forgotten. He had too many people
who loved him. Steve was very sick, had lost his ability
to move around, his right hand no longer worked and he
didn’t want to go down to eat in the dining room of the
nursing home because he didn’t want people to see him
dropping his food because he wasn’t left handed.
Before his health declined, Steve was a very meticulous
person. He was a great chef in his own right; one who
cooked wonderful meals. It was a joy to eat his food and
we even got the opportunity to sit in the “mini throne
chairs” that the NEC used for one of their early plays.
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Memories of Steve Carter: A Humble Playwriting Teacher,
Mentor, and Friend (contiuned)
Steve had a vast collection of books and record albums.
He listened to classical, blues, and jazz music. You always
got a treat when he played a particular record that he
liked and told you stories of his NYC, Chicago, and his
European experiences. And after we ate, Steve always
wanted to go to get desert. He had a sweet tooth for exquisitely prepared pastries.
Whether we were in Lefrak City (off of Horace Harding
Pkwy in Queens, NY), at his apartment at George Mason
University in Virginia where he was a Writer-in-Residence for two years in the early 1990’s, or staying at our
apartment in Virginia in 1989 when he came to hold a
week of workshops for Terrance Afer-Anderson’s “On
Cue Theater” where Gail and I [taught] a free African
American writers workshop, Steve was always the down
to earth, caring gentleman who occasionally infused his
unique display of wit into each visit.
I still remember the story he told us while staying with
him at his apartment for several days in Northern Virginia about the professor at George Mason University who
asked Steve where he received his degree. Steve replied,
“The University of the Negro Ensemble Company.” A
smile graced his face. We laughed continuously that night
as Steve continued to tell stories about his life and the actions of others in the world of African American theatre.
Steve had great respect for Tennessee Williams. He made
it a point to say that Tennessee was very outspoken about
theatres not changing a playwright’s work. Steve loved
his playwright, director, and actor friends. He always
spoke about Esther Rolle, Joyce Sylvester, PJ Gibson,
Ed Cambridge, Horacina Taylor, Barbara Montgomery,
Judy Dearing, Samm-Art Williams and many more. And
he loved and cared for his sister, June Bentham, and
his nephew, Steven Bentham, who lost his fight with a
debilitating sickness but looked out for his “Uncle Steve”
in Houston. I remember Gail and I driving Steve over to
their home to hang out and have dinner on more than
one occasion in Houston. The Benthams were a very hospitable, down to earth family who had made their fortune

owning several McDonald’s restaurants in Houston. To
the very end of Steve Bentham’s life, he was still trying to
look out for his aging and sick uncle and wanted him to
be in a better nursing home.
Steve wasn’t too excited about attending big events. He
didn’t have a big ego. I can remember when the National
Black Theater Festival was giving him a lifetime achievement award. Steve called Gail, told her about the award,
then politely said, “I don’t think I’m going. I’m not feeling
well.” Gail said, “Oh Steve, you have to go. Everybody will
be sad if you don’t show. If you go, we’ll meet you there
in North Carolina and stay the whole week.” That was
news to me. Funds were tight for us during that time,
but we somehow managed to scrape up the money, stay
for the whole week, and hang out and party with our
gracious friend and mentor. And Steve enjoyed himself,
had a blast, just hanging out with all his old friends, but
still took time to catch up with us each day and night and
give us a lot of his invaluable time and companionship.
We weren’t the big playwrights, but that didn’t matter to
Steve. He’d always tell me when I complained, “You have
to think small. Small casts, little set design, and a beautifully written play. The actors will do the rest. Remember,
we’ve only had the right to read and write for about 140
years. Playwrights want to see and hear their plays.”
I remember the final [staged readings] of his student
writers before he left the NEC in 1981. I was amazed at
the people he convinced to be in the plays, [each] were
read twice that spring. It was like a mini O’Neill. I remember him telling Gail, I did the best I could to get
your play cast, but don’t get upset. I was only able to get
Esteban Vega to direct your piece and Barbara Montgomery, Adolph Caesar, Samm-Art Williams, Jack Landrón,
Lori Hayes, and Reginald Vel Jackson to read the parts.
Then he smiled. The other playwrights, Bill Francis, Ernest Wiggins (E.Ernest), Carmen Lott, and Ramona King
received the same level of actors reading their plays.
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Memories of Steve Carter: A Humble Playwriting Teacher,
Mentor, and Friend (contiuned)
I didn’t know it at that time, but Steve would soon become our first playwriting teacher and also our mentor
that we would enjoy for as long as he lived. Steve’s relationship with us didn’t stop there. Two musicals Gail and
I co-wrote enjoyed Steve’s advice even though musicals
weren’t his thing. He even came to see them in Philadelphia. And when Al Simpkins asked Steve if he would be a
part of the Langston Hughes Writers Workshop planning
symposium that occurred in 2002 at Lincoln University,
Steve was there to offer his support.

Then, a miracle happened, and Zeiders American Dream
Theater gave us a home in 2017. Theatre has a way of
looking out for its people, and Artistic Director Bart
Kuebler asked me to direct their American Dreamwrights
program, which I now co-direct with Jean Klein.
And I served as a resident writer and instructor in Philadelphia—in a community like where I grew up—since my
introduction to Al Simpkins by Woodie King Jr.

In 2008, although his health was deteriorating, he returned to Philadelphia to co-teach a one-day workshop
at Bushfire Theatre of Performing Arts with Gail and me.
After the workshop, we sat around on the third floor of
Al Simpkins’ brownstone and recorded Steve’s memories
of a time when Black theatre in New York was struggling
to exist. Yet Steve talked about the support from the
various white foundations that helped theatres like the
NEC to grow.
I will never forget those three days at Al’s home, and how
excited Gail was to help organize her mentor’s handouts
and presentation at the theatre that gave our work a life
after Steve opened the door for us to study a craft that
few writers had the chance to participate in. [We felt we
were] in the Negro Baseball League of Theatre that operated in the middle of the African American community.
Having a mentor like Steve inspired Gail and me to push
on, start free playwriting workshops in the Norfolk,
Newport News, and Virginia Beach area. We encouraged
other African American writers in those communities to
write and get their work produced. I don’t think I would
have ever had the chance to teach a playwriting course
at Norfolk State University, and the Attucks Theater for
eight years [if not for Steve.]

All this is because an old playwright like Steve said,
“Don’t quit. Keep teaching. And if you can’t do anything
else, give the members of your workshop a reading of
their new work when you can. You don’t need much to do
their work.”
This was the man. This was his vision. I know there are
many successful, famous playwrights who enjoyed being
mentored by Steve, but deep down inside I believe Steve
had a soft spot for me, “Skeeter,” the struggling playwright from the ghetto who didn’t have a lot but yearned
to tell a story and hoped that somewhere someone could
help him to craft it.
That was the Steve Carter that Gail and I grew to know.
Gail’s not here anymore. She preceded him in death by
three months. But I know somewhere in heaven, they’ve
reconnected. And I can almost hear Gail saying, “Steve,
we have to talk to God about all the young playwrights’
plays we left behind.” And Steve smiling and nodding,
“When it’s time.”
This article originally appeared in The Dramatist
Online and is reprinted with permission.
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